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Abstract  

Like many Australian ports from the late 19th Century, the Gippsland Lakes was provided with dredges to 

make shallow waterways more navigable. Whilst the larger dredges came and went, the workhorse for the 

Lakes was a small grab dredge that was equally at home gnawing away at wide sandbanks as it was tackling its 

specialty of clay and rocks especially in locations that the large dredges could not reach. 

One particular make of small grab dredge made its mark all around the world and was almost invariably 

known locally as the "Priestman" after the English maker. 

Introduction 

When John Reeve and his companions rowed their small boat from The Ridge (Rosedale) down the 

Glengarry River (Latrobe) and onto the lakes in 1842 looking for the entrance to the Gippsland Lakes 

they found wide, navigable waterways eminently suitable for maritime trade. The early trading boats 

were of shallow draft, typical of the Bass Strait trading ketch, but as time passed and larger ships 

looked to get involved on the Lakes then their deeper draft became something of a problem with the 

sandbanks and shallows that were often found at the entrance to rivers where cargo was to be 

unloaded. 

For hundreds of years the regular flooding of the Lakes from the rains that fell in the headwaters of 

the Latrobe, Thompson, Mitchell and Tambo rivers had carried down topsoil and dumped it in the 

Lakes as the waters spread out and lost the ferocity of speed that had carried the material along. 

Typically these banks would be at the entrance to the rivers or on major bends in the river. Other 

sandbanks in the Lakes themselves were also an encumbrance to navigation as the channels gouged 

by the flood waters moved and varied in depth, causing constant concern to ship's masters. 

   The Priestman Dredge 

 

       Rob Cook 



This was not a problem isolated to the Gippsland Lakes and by the mid-1800s British engineering had 

developed a range of ship-borne equipment to lift, shift and remove the offending sand, mud etc. 

Already the approaches to Melbourne and Geelong had been enabled and significantly deepened by 

dredging and the Public Works Department despatched the first of a series of bucket, suction and 

wheel dredges to help out at Bairnsdale. Judging from the fact that many of these dredges were 

scrapped after  their time in Gippsland it may be that it was not such a magnanimous act as a way of 

getting rid of surplus equipment that was near the end of its life. The dredge Wombat being 

converted to become the houseboat Baang Yanda. 

Whilst the miscellany of dredges sent from Melbourne were quite capable of removing large 

volumes of spoil, there were regular occurrences of locations either too difficult for the large ship 

dredges to manoeuvre into or which were hard material that defied their efforts and an effective 

way needed to be found to do this job. 

Enter the Priestman grab dredger 

that was already spread through 

Empire ports around the world and 

which could easily handle the 

problem jobs. Along with other 

Victorian ports, such as Port Fairy, 

Priestman Brothers of England were 

contracted to supply their standard 

dredge that would be mounted on an 

existing (or purpose built) hull locally. 

Gippsland Lakes received their 

Priestman dredge in 1889 and records indicate that it was still serviceable and available in 1935. 

 

Priestman Brothers of Hull.  
 
Priestman Brothers was an engineering company based in Kingston upon Hull, England, that 
manufactured diggers, dredgers, cranes and other industrial machinery. In the later 1900's the 
company also produced the Priestman Oil Engine and an early design of oil fuelled internal 
combustion engine.  
 

 
 



     Priestman launch and motor 

 
 
1870 - Samuel Priestman a corn-miller from Leeds, bought the Holderness Foundry on behalf of his 
son, William Priestman. 
1872 - By the time of Samuel's death, the business was in financial trouble.  
1873 - William went into partnership with his brother Samuel.  
1876 - The company's entry into the construction of dredging equipment began when they were 
asked to construct machinery to recover lost gold from the sea, west of the coast of Spain. No gold 
was found but the company's equipment proved useful for dredging of harbours and docks.  
1883 - Supplied two dockside steam cranes to Cockatoo Island Shipyard, Sydney. Both are currently 
unrestored at Fitzroy and Sutherland Docks.  
 

 
 
From 1888 to 1904 the company produced various versions of the Priestman Oil Engine, an early 
example of an internal combustion engine. Models were produced with engine power from 2 hp up 
to 60 hp for a double cylindered version.  
1888 - They were early developers of oil engines when they took an existing patent and with their 
own additions produced a practical motor 1885-92. It was exhibited at the Royal Agricultural Show at 
Nottingham in 1888.  
1889 - Formed limited company to take on the business of engineers, iron-founders, and engine 
builders in Hull and London. Shareholders were W. D. Priestman, S. Priestman, J, Priestman, Thomas 
Priestman, Edmund Priestman, A Priestman and Edgar Priestman.  
1889 - June. - Petroleum engines at the Windsor Show with electrical equipment by Lea, Sons and 
Co..  
1890 - Built the steam dredger of the Rio Tinto Co. They have made around 500 of these dredgers.  



1892 - The company opened a factory in Philadelphia (USA) in 1892, also producing engines.  
1894 - 21 hp Oil Engine and Winding gear. Illustration and article.  
1894 - Smithfield Club Show. Showed two engines.  
1894 - Introduced a range of double-acting oil engines ranging from 30 to 65 hp  
1895 - Bad debts and a decline in sales made the company insolvent, the business was reformed but 
William and Samuel lost their seats on the board. The business concentrated on cranes and grabs.  
1900 - Paris Exhibition. Description of the marine oil engines shown.  
1900 - Company made public. 
  
Post WWI: its products were used in the rebuilding of French villages, in 1921 a machine for digging 
field drainage drains was produced and the company received investment from the Ministry of 
Agriculture.  
 
1928 - production of excavators named after animals began; models named "Lion", "Tiger" and 
"Panther" were produced.  
1950 - The company constructed a factory in Marfleet, Hull, which eventually covered 63 acres  
1961 - Excavator, dredger and grab manufacturers. 1,000 employees.  
1968 - Excavating machines.  
1969 - The company was taken over by the Steel Group and merged with Coles Cranes of 
Sunderland. 
  
In the 1970s they developed a range of hydraulic excavators. The VC range of dredging machine with 
long reach booms to replace draglines. This had an innovative sliding counter weight to balance the 
boom at long reach. These were popular with small sand and gravel pits and with the drainage board 
and water companies in Lincolnshire for cleaning dykes. They also built special versions on tall 
pedestals for dock side unloading duties.  
 
1972 - the Steel Group, Priestman's parent company, was taken over by the expanding Acrow Group. 
The Steel Group also owned Coles Cranes, Neal and Co and Taylor and Sons crane companies.  
1984 - Acrows was put into receivership. The Priestman division was sold off to the nearby firm of 
Sanderson of Skegness in Lincolnshire.  
The Sanderson Group then got into trouble in the early 1990s and the Priestman operations were 
sold to another local company, RB Cranes, following the break up of the Ruston-Bucyrus group.  
 
Today, what is left of the company trades in Bradford under new owner, Gardner Denver, the 
American based compressor and blower manufacturer. It no longer manufactures cranes or excavators 

 

The Priestman Dredge 

The Priestman dredge had several things going for it: 

 Simplicity of operation that enabled operators to begin working after minimal instruction. 

 Robustness to keep the dredge working even when stationed on the opposite side of the 

globe from Priestman HQ and replacement parts. 

 Volume production to get the costs down. 

 A strong marketing program that included taking complete dredges to international 

exhibitions to demonstrate their working as witnessed by their attendance at Sydney 

Exhibition in 1879. 



 

 

The following words are from a contemporary report:"The ingenious design has a minimum of 

moving parts. The drive from the crankshaft to the hoisting drum is by friction wheels. A large hand 

lever acts on the bearing supporting the wheel end of the drum shaft, so as to move the friction 

wheels into hard contact in one direction, and in the other direction to a non-driving position, and 

thence into contact with a fixed brake shoe below the large friction wheel - a fail-safe position. There 

is no provision for reversing the engine - the weight of the bucket and disengagement of the friction 

wheels obviate that need. A conventional arrangement of friction cones and bevel gears is used for 

slewing". Careful design was also included in the grab itself that 

opened when dropped to the bottom. The two-way mechanism 

prevents accidental closure while in lifting, yet triggers with a 

spring-loaded release mechanism upon impact with the 

bottom, eliminating the need for a messenger wire or chains.  



 

Whilst most drawings show the Priestman as an exposed unit, most of the Australian installations 

included a "house" to keep the machinery away from wind and weather. 

 

"Our" Priestman Dredge 

The first record found for the "Priestman" is the flysheet of a ledger from the PMM files giving the 

date of February 1889 and listing Fred Freeman as the master. However it is possible that the dredge 

was here earlier as Port Fairy had their Priestman operational in 1884. 

Equally it is not presently known if the barge/lighter on which the Priestman dredge was mounted 

was acquired locally or built in Melbourne to PWD specifications. 

Records do show that the Priestman worked in all Lakes ports including Bairnsdale, Sale, the Mitchell 

River and the Tambo River, including the digging of the swinging basin at Mossiface to make turning 

the ships around possible for the return voyage downriver. The entries in the ledger show the 

Priestman as being stationed away from home base for extended periods. The photo shows 

Priestman under tow from tug H Bull and about to pass through the Sale swing bridge. The Priestman 

would be towed to the required location by a tug or similar vessel and then tied into place by warps 

to the bank and anchors that could be adjusted to position the grab. Spoil (mud etc) would be 

dumped into a barge and the tug would then move it away to where it was to be disposed of. 

 

     At the swing bridge enroute to Sale Canal                            Dredging station at Rivermouth 

Nominal "home' for the Priestman would initially have been the Rivermouth dredging station at the 

end of the silt jetties, as shown in the photo, up until 1914 after which the dredges were transferred 

to the Paynesville Slipyard 

that had been recently 

purchased by PWD from Peter 

Tierney. She was still working 

from Paynesville in 1935 when 

the Chief Engineer of the 

Harbour Trust assured locals 

that she was still capable of 



dredging if required.  The photo shows the Priestman lined up with hulks at Paynesville, the hull 

closest appears to be Burrabogie from the extended stem piece which puts the date at around 1937. 

 

As an interesting sidelight, the ledger, which PMM has, appears to be a record of stores received for 

all of the dredging operations, including repair and maintenance and it is presumed that being 

permanently stationed in the Lakes that she became the central point for deliveries and invoices as 

the other dredges were likely to be called out to other ports being "on loan". The initial section of 

the ledger runs to 1920, by which time an administrative office was probably established at the 

Paynesville Slipyard and handled operations from there.  

The ledger begins again in 1949 and goes until 1954 when it runs out of pages, it appears that this 

was a matter of convenience and not related to Priestman. 
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Introduction 

On arriving at the PMM Display Facility at Gilsenan Reserve, Paynesville, amongst the first things that 

visitors see is an old boat with peeling paint and gaping seams. The initial reaction is one of "why do 

they keep that old wreck". 

The boat in question is Plungin Porpoise (has been named that since Poss Cantrill acquired her in 

1910) and if it was not for the strong history of having been in one family for more than 105 years 

then it would surely have been disposed of long ago. Paynesville Maritime Museum is proud to be 

able to show a little piece of history acquired from a near grave as a garden ornament. 

 

Originally built by the Sutherland brothers of Cunninghame (now Lakes Entrance) she was sold to 

raise money for the families of two of the brothers who were lost when the trading ketch Orme went 

missing on a voyage to Orbost.  

 

The "Plungin Porpoise" Story 

Charles Cantrill  

with Notes by PMM Members 



She was purchased by Poss Cantrill a Metung farmer who needed a quicker way to get from his 

property to the Metung jetty and store than harnessing up the horse and traipsing up to the 

Rosherville Road and back down to Metung. 

Over time Cantrill fitted a unique design of drop keel to Porpoise and a sailing rig with which she 

proved to be a formidable competitor in local regattas. One can also surmise that it was more 

pleasant to deliver a shipment of vegetables to the Metung jetty under sail than rowing and you 

could always take the "long way home" when the breeze was "just right". 

Plungin Porpoise had a formidable record in the Metung Regatta class for sailing dinghies with the 

first recorded win in 1927 and continuing into the 1950's. She and her skipper are well remembered 

by competitors from that era. 

In time the Cantrill children took to messing about in boats, rowing and sailing all over Bancroft Bay 

in front of the family home. The words of Charles Cantrill, one of the children, give an interesting 

insight into the life and times of a boat and of the way life was lived. 

There are no plans to restore Plungin Porpoise, not only would that mean many thousands of dollars 

of expenditure but at the conclusion of the work we would have just another shiny white boat that 

would be of little interest to visitors. 

By way of an interesting sidelight, the sea carpenter's toolbox that is in the PMM Collection was 

reputedly owned by Andrew Sutherland the father of the brothers and who possibly helped in the 

construction of the Plungin Porpoise. 

 

Recollections of Early Years and My Story of Plungin Porpoise 

Charles Cantrill 

I was born in 1938 the youngest son of Poss Cantrill who established an enviable record of yacht 

racing in his small dinghy Plungin Porpoise. My father had one rule "you can go sailing in the boat 

when you can swim", and so my experiences with the old boat began in the mid 1940s. 

We children, there were four of us, learned to handle Plungin Porpoise in those war years, "the 

forties", and the boat  was used as a means of transport for many years. If not under sail then we 

rowed to wherever we desired to go. 

After the sale of the major part of the farm located on the north shore of Bancroft Bay, Metung, we 

moved to Melbourne for schooling but returned every school holidays to Metung. That association 

was maintained for many years and on every occasion the old boat was put into service. 

Before we went to Melbourne we siblings attended the Metung Primary school. To do so we had the 

boat drawn ashore on a small sandy cove inside the entrance to Chinamans Creek. We would walk 

from home around the shore (you could do so then), board the boat and row across to where Riviera 

Nautic is today and walkover the hill to the school. In the afternoon the return journey was made. 



I recall sailing all over the Lakes throughout the 40's and 50's, and if the boat was not rigged, then we 

rowed to our destination. We were all good with the oars and an excursion to Metung for the stores 

was common practice. 

Other writings describe her origin and early use, firstly as a means of transport to the village of 

Metung and a s a workboat ferrying stores and goods to and from the Metung jetty. My father's 

diaries recall that on a number of occasions she was loaded to the gunwales with timber for 

construction of Cantrill House, now called the Lake House at the end of Bayview Court, Metung. 

But her record as a sailing boat with the Metung Yacht Club and before its formation is one of 

particular interest. 

 

My father was a great sailor and skilled in the art and so the winning of races was of high priority, my 

father, a true gentleman, became like so many skippers, very competitive at the helm. 

On occasion my father took Plungin Porpoise to the Paynesville Regatta to join the Gippsland Lakes 

Yacht Club races held at those events. Three regattas were held for some years, Lakes, Metung and 

Paynesville. 

My brother on visiting recently, recalled that as a teenager he was aboard the "Porpoise" when, with 

father and his older brother, sailed from Metung to Paynesville in the morning, joined in the races 

which he remembers as being pretty rough beyond Raymond Island, and then returned to Metung in 

the late afternoon. Quite an undertaking to cross Lake King in an open fifteen foot sailing dinghy. 

Although infrequent, there was a connection with Paynesville. 

And so, we children watched and learnt the skills in a small open boat and as my verse says: 

 "In this boat the siblings they soon learnt to sail 

 Dip the lee gunwale under and you soon learnt to bail". 

At Christmas time we would arrive from Melbourne and the first task was to slip the boat on a 

slipway in Boxes Creek. This slipway was built by the old Judge Box and I recall it located just south of 

his jetty on the west shore. The trolley was hauled up from the water by means of a windlass which 

we as children in those years, manned with enthusiasm. 

We then scrubbed, rubbed and painted the Plungin Porpoise for her day at the Metung Regatta, 

always held on 1st January. 



My father had rigged her with many "go fast" adjustments, outhauls on the boom and bowsprit, 

several sail sets for varying conditions and reefing points for his theory was "never set more sail than 

you need". My father, as recorded in his diary extracts, always made his own sails. 

As the years passed I remember sailing to various jetties, the Bury's, the Traver's, the Curr's and of 

course the Metung main jetty. We also sailed to the Barrier, the Short-Longway (halfway to the 

Barrier) to cross to the ocean beach. 

There was an occasion we sailed to Ocean Grange, and in so doing passed through the East Channel 

to Steamer Landing. I suspect this passage is now silted and impassable, but at the time in the 50's it 

shortened the trip from Metung to Ocean Grange by some good distance. One had to pass over the 

east end of Carstairs Bank, but a small boat could do so. 

My sister and I often sailed together, and on many occasions went to Metung for groceries which we 

stowed carefully to avoid their getting wet on the journey home. We sailed to the limit always, 

taking just a little water over the lee gunwale and then pumping until the water was under the 

floorboards - that was the limit, if the floorboards started to float, then pump. 

My father kept an eye on things, and if ever he thought the weather was to turn he would call us in, 

using a mirror in the sun to flash a signal, and no matter how far we were, we always noted the flash. 

A most effective means of communication while in line of sight. 

We made our own pump, a diagram of which is attached, and which was very effective and so empty 

the boat in a matter of minutes. 

As an open boat Porpoise would swamp if sailed carelessly, and was then unrecoverable so had to be 

towed ashore to be bailed. Knowing this, we at all times remained alert, and I never saw over all 

those years, Porpoise in this state of embarrassment. 

Regretfully the years passed by and father dies in 1969 at which time my mother offered and gave 

Porpoise to the Bulls of Metung for their use, besides the maintenance of the boat was, for her, 

impractical. In the early 90's Jim Bull returned Porpoise to the Cantrill family with the words "she 

was just on loan". 

Unfortunately little of her rigging, sails or gear had withstood the ravages of time and so Porpoise 

had reached the end of services as in the past. 

I always had visions of restoring our old warrior but other commitments always deferred the task. 

Today she is a relic from the past, and in poor state, my father would turn in his grave if he were to 

see her derelict. So it is with great joy that the Paynesville Maritime Museum should take Porpoise to 

"perhaps regain some glory" and once again present as a symbol of the past. 

Charles Cantrill November 2013 

  



Chronological History of Plungin Porpoise 

As extracted from the diaries of Poss Cantrill. 

13th December 1910 - Sutherland delivers "Plungin Porpoise" towing her behind his big motor boat 

to Metung. 

 

27th December 1910 - Calico arrived and started making first sail that evening - this was a simple 

sprit sail. 

Subsequent sails were designed and made on Minnie's treadle sewing machine. 

February 1911 - New floor piece made plus new sprit and boom and seat fitted so mast could be 

moved aft. 

April 1911 -  Made first jib 

January 1912 - Installed centre case and centreplate 

This job was performed on the beach. 

1916 - A new set of sails were given to Poss by Judge Box 

1929 - Won the dinghy sailing race 18' and under at the Metung Regatta 

1932 - Won dinghy race 

1933 - Won open handicap race by 3 minutes 

1935 - Won open handicap race 



January and March 1937 - Plungin Porpoise beat the Snipes 

May 1937 - First yacht club meeting held - 8 present. Neville McKellar was Chairman, Poss Cantrill 

Vice-chairman, Joe Bull Secretary. To be called the Metung Sailing Club and adopt the Victorian Yacht 

Racing Association rules. 

1938 - No regatta held due to polio epidemic 

1950 - Won both open handicap races at Metung regatta 

1951 - Did no good - SW gale blowing 

1952 - Lost wind off Travers Point and was beaten 

1953 - Porpoise raced by the boys, Jack and Charles, won by 1.5 minutes from David Borthwick's 

"Helen" in fleet of 26 boats 

1954 - Raced by Jack and Rod, beaten by Sharpies and sailing canoe. Blewe hard in second race - too 

much sail and came 6th 

1955 - New centre plate case made because of worm 

1962 - Sailed in both races at the Metung regatta but did no good. 

The Metung Regatta ceased to function in a normal manner and the changes in craft being sailed 

made Plungin Porpoise non competitive, besides sails were becoming old as was her owner. 

 

 

  



Sail Plan and Profile of Plungin Porpoise 

Note how the fore and aft chains for the drop keel enable it to be set an almost infinite number of 

locations to trim the boat and give best performance. 
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CANOE IN AUSTRALIA - GIPPSLAND LAKES Canoe Expedition 1946 

 
Major ROLAND J. RAVEN-HART  

 Edited by Andrew Bould 
 

Abstract: 
From the 1960’s, canoeing and kayaking has become a popular recreation on the Gippsland Lakes 
with very little being documented about journeys throughout the Lakes. 
In 1946, Englishman and world canoe adventurist Major Roland J. Raven-Hart came to Australia to 
complete his mission of making canoe journeys throughout every continent in the world.  
He and two young volunteers completed a 1,000 mile journey down the Murrumbidgee and Murray 
Rivers before coming to Sale to canoe across the Gippsland Lakes. 
Leaving on 13th December 1946, they canoed across Lake Wellington and Lake Victoria, camping to 
take in the beauty of the Gippsland Lakes and Ninety Mile Beach whilst recording the journey in his 
book, “Canoe in Australia”. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Australian Canoe Journeys.  R. Raven-Hart 1948 

GIPPSLAND LAKES 
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1. Major Roland J. M. Raven-Hart OBE (1889-1971) 
Roland James Milleville Raven-Hart was born on 12th November 1889 at Milford in the County of 
Donegal, Ireland. 
His father was Rev. William Roland Raven (later Raven-Hart) who married Edith Fairbrother. 
Roland had a sister, Hester, born in 1896 in Yorkshire, England. 
He was raised primarily in England - his father an Anglican Vicar, they moved from Parish to Parish. 
His father added the hyphenated “Hart” to the Raven name after his marriage to Edith. Her mother 
was Margaret Maria Hart of Roscommon, Ireland. 
Roland married Mary R. Croft (1891-1946) in 1916 in Edmonton, Middlesex (Greater London).1

His great interest was canoeing, and from the mid 1930s, he authored volumes about pursuing the 
sport on European continental waterways and in Ireland, on the Nile, in Burma and in Australia. He 
translated, transcribed and edited an impressive list of works by and about early visits to South Africa 
and Ceylon. He read a dozen languages and spoke five and was an explorer, photographer, writer and 
sculptor.2 
Major Raven-Hart had served in Palestine during World War 1 on Lord Allenby’s staff as a wireless 
intelligence officer. He won the Order of the British Empire O.B.E. for this work, which like his World 
War 11 job, was highly secret.3  
 

 
 
Following World War 1, he and his wife Mary travelled to 
Argentina where he worked as a radio engineer. Prior to the 
Second World War he travelled regularly to South America, 
the USA and Manila. His residence on travel documents is 
listed as France; and his occupation listed as journalist.4 
Major Raven-Hart was refused enlistment for the British 
Army as he was considered too old so he enlisted as an 
Argentinean volunteer with the Allies in WWII then joined 
the RAF before being attached to Lord Mountbatten’s staff 
in Burma and later becoming a Flight-Lieutenant stationed in 
India. 5 
From his service in two World wars, he received the Croix de 
Guerre from France, Order of Stanislaus from Russia, 
mentioned in dispatches and the British and Victory Medals.6 
After travelling extensively throughout every continent of 
the world undertaking canoe trips he retired to live in Ceylon 
during the 1950s and 1960s before moving to South Africa 
where he died in 1971.7  
 

  

Figure 2 - Major Roland 
 J Raven-Hart 
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2. World Canoeing 
In 1934,8 Major Raven-Hart purchased a collapsible canoe,9 which he named “Canoe Errant”. 10 
A two-seater 1934 German built, canvas, 17 feet in length, drawing four inches of water,11 that when 
folded packed in two medium sized cases.12  It was constructed from canvas and rubber.13 
Major Roland Raven-Hart’s world canoeing conquests include the rivers Rhone, Rhine, Danube, and 
other European rivers as well as the great Mississippi and Irrawaddy Rivers.14 and has canoed in 
excess of 18,000 miles.15  
The Major stated that the only countries in which he had not made canoe trips were Russia and 
China16 and was on leave to complete his goal of canoeing in every continent of the World including 
Australia. 
 

3. Australian Canoeing 
Major Raven-Hart took leave from the RAF and arrived in Sydney aboard ‘Chanda’ on 9th August 
194617 before setting out to accomplish three canoeing challenges throughout Australia; the first to 
canoe from Gundagai in New South Wales along the Murrumbidgee River and down the Murray River 
to South Australia, a second canoe trip on the Gippsland Lakes and the third to canoe on the 
Hawkesbury River and some of its tributaries. 
The 1000 mile journey down the Murrumbidgee and Murray Rivers started at Gundagai in September 
194618 finishing at Murray Bridge in November,19 thus roughly repeating Sturt’s famous first voyage.20  
Major Raven-Hart’s companion on the first part of the journey was West Australian businessman, Mr 
Jack Harvey. At Mildura, Mr Harvey’s place was taken by Mr Bevan Hebbard of Red Cliffs.21  
His canoe journey was reported extensively by regional newspapers and radio stations. 
After completing a canoe trip through the Gippsland Lakes and the Hawkesbury River, he visited the 
Torres Straits22 before returning to India and completing his eleventh book about his Australian canoe 
journeys titled ‘Canoe in Australia’. 
 

4. The Gippsland Lakes 
After his successful canoe journey down the Murrumbidgee and Murray Rivers, Major Roland Raven-
Hart commenced a second Australian canoe journey on the Gippsland Lakes from Sale to Lakes 
Entrance. 
Arriving in Sale in December 1946, as with his other expeditions, he enlisted the services of another 
companion, Les Robinson from Armadale.23  
They left Sale on Thursday 12th December, 1946 travelling to Poddy Bay that night and after a journey 
through to Lakes Entrance and to Bairnsdale, they expected to be back in Sale for Christmas.24  
It was just over a century that John Reeve and his party left Sale in 184225 to explore the Gippsland 
Lakes in a long boat to locate the natural entrance and assess its viability for commercial shipping 
access. – Was Major Raven-Hart to emulate the similar historic Murrumbidgee/Murray journey of 
Sturt’s to that of Reeve’s on the Gippsland Lakes? 
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The following is an edited Chapter 11 – THE GIPPSLAND LAKES from Major Roland Raven-Hart’s 
Canoe in Australia 26, published in 1948.  
 

Leslie was a Melbourne boy who had got into touch with me during my first stay 
in that city, thanks to a newspaper interview. 

He was an ever-cheerful youngster: he had worked in an aeroplane factory, and as a waiter, and 
in a radio works - he was now, he told me, working on the roads for a municipality, with pick and 
shovel. (There is a "basic wage" in Australia, the minimum that anyone can earn, so there are no really 
"bad" jobs.). 

To digress tor a moment: there are no bad jobs; but in a sense there are also no good ones. A 
labourer in a job like Leslie's gets over £5 a week, untaxed: in to-day's paper an Engineer, who must 
have a University degree, is offered by the Government just over £7 a week, which when taxed means 
about £6. Why then waste time in study? Even within industry the same is true: a moulder, the 
aristocrat of foundry-labour, takes five years to learn his job; and then after tax-deductions gets about 
£1 a week more than an entirely unskilled labourer who has just turned up. Naturally, no one wants to 
be a moulder, or a tool-maker, or even a foreman: why should he? 

At Sale, our starting-point, I had new-found friends: a quite unknown English couple who had 
heard one of my broadcasts and invited us for a couple of nights. They had a dairy-farm, selling to the 
makers of powdered milk (a camper's blessing on them) at Maffra: it was on irrigated land, although 
Gippsland has also a good rainfall, and they had made themselves a most attractive and comfortable 
property; but I don't think I should like to be a cow-nurse. Those inevitable two milkings a day are an 
unbreakable tie. 

We launched at the Rowing Club at Sale, on a short canal: there used to be a regular steamer-
service all over the lakes, and small ocean-going vessels came up to Sale. It took us to the Thomson 
River, and this to the Latrobe, and this to Lake Wellington, the most westerly of the chain: a very 
pretty run, between densely-wooded banks, with gums of course, but also Black Tea-trees, new to me. 
I took a great though respectful liking to them, very sturdy, dour, serious things that looked as if they 
had had a tough up-bringing and now would stand no nonsense from anybody. There was manuka 
also, as Leslie called it (a New Zealand name), very like the Black Tea-tree but with more spiky leaves: 
this is the Tea-tree that gave them all their name, the tree of which Captain Cook used the leaves for a 
brew. And there were wattles, not now in bloom: rather dull things to be chosen as Australia's national 
flower. 

I thought of the few I saw later - not unlike mimosa-bobbles, but larger, more strongly-coloured, 
more Australian in their assertiveness. It seems a pity that they have such a common-place name: 
early colonists saw the aboriginals plaiting them together to make shelters, and were reminded of the 
English "wattle and daub". They, as I say, were not in bloom (in fact, I never happened to see them at 
their best, and have to take their "golden loveliness" on trust).  

And there were many birds on those rivers: teal, and black duck, and white cockatoos, and black 
swans, and lots of water-hens (Eastern Swamp-hens), looking like nice little old ladies who had lost 
something, and forgotten what it was, and were very agitatedly hunting for it with flustered squawks. 
Leslie saw a blue wren, which I missed, although I heard its mouse-like song. 

The wind was south-east (yes, actually not south-west), and chilly although not strong, and we 
had to resume clothes when we reached the open lake. Good friends at Sale who really knew these 
lakes had warned me urgently against trusting them: "Keep along the weather shore even when 
there's no wind; but there nearly always is a wind, and when there isn't one it's because there's a 
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strong one coming". I duly started off to skirt the southern shore, but the weeds were so thick, such a 
drag on the boat and the paddles, that I exasperatedly cut across, to the far side of Poddy Bay. (A 
"poddy" is a hand reared calf). It was almost dead into the wind, and I fear a stiff pull for Leslie, 
though he never complained: it was his first day, but a short one, six hours only, and most of it on the 
rivers. 

Much of the shore of this lake is swampy, but we found a good sandy shore, with a sandy flat 
behind it for the tent, and behind this again a few gums, and thickets of box-thorn, vicious 
entanglements with waxy, harsh green leaves; and then behind these dense tea-trees dividing them 
from the wet ground. There was a soul-satisfying view from the tent-door, across to the far low north 
shore of the lake, eight miles or more distant (and it is fully twelve miles from shore to shore in the 
other direction, east to west: quite a lake); and behind that shore were line on line of smoothly curving 
blue hills. And we had a Royal Visit in camp, from a pair of Crimson Rosellas: they were very tame, and 
very inquisitive, and indescribably lovely. The crimson of the head and body was not a colour, it was a 
glow: it did not seem to be on the surface but below it, like the fire of a ruby-the blue of the neck and 
wings held sunshine trapped in it, as does the sky itself.                                                                                 

Mosquitoes (to come to less pleasant things) did not trouble us, although the swamp was so 
near. I had been warned against them ("perfect cannibals") at Sale, and had brought "Jungle Oil" and 
a couple of the Army head-nets. We used these last, unnecessarily I think (and of course they give very 
partial protection only, since when one is asleep a cheek or nose or ear is bound to touch the net, 
which then becomes merely a perch for the beasts): the oil "we kept in reserve (and never used - nor 
my small Burmese netting, not the big Indian one). Incidentally, as I told Leslie, these lakes were my 
"furthest south": my furthest north had been up in the Arctic Circle, on Lake Abisko in Sweden, with the 
densest swarms of mosquitoes I had ever seen - you could stroke your hand down your sleeves and 
bring it away full of mosquitoes, so full that you could not close your fingers for the mass of corpses. 

Two of our purchases at Sale proved unsatisfactory: tinned rabbit, which had far too many small 
bones in it; and "canned heat", an Army issue according to the tin ("D-broad arrow-D", for Defence 
Department). If all of it was as bad as the tin we had, it must have caused our troops to swear terribly 
in the islands; we tried to boil a billy on it, and used the whole tin, and then had to finish with sticks. I 
said that we "had been stung" when we bought it: Leslie looked puzzled and amused both at once, and 
then put on a serious face and said solemnly, "You may have been, but I'm sure I wasn't", which 
puzzled me in my turn. He could not keep it up, and chortled unrestrainedly: in Australian slang to be 
"stung" is to be drunk, shickered, shot. 

But there was plenty of firewood, too much in fact, whole huge fallen trees lining the shores and 
making landing difficult. The trouble seems to be that, some fifty years ago, an opening was cut from 
the sea into these lakes, at "Lakes Entrance", to allow coastal steamers to reach Bairnsdale and Sale. 
The result is that the level of the water in the lakes has fallen by a couple of feet, that they are now 
brackish, this first one very slightly so (it varies with the seasons) but the others undrinkable, and that 
this has killed the waterweeds along most of the shores. These used to check the waves: they now 
have free play, and erosion is serious. (There is now a proposal to cut off the sea again, but it would of 
course be years before this took much effect). 
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A narrow waterway, some six miles long and 
by no means straight, took us from the far end 
of Lake Wellington into the longer, narrower 
Lake Victoria. This is about eighteen miles 
long, I suppose; and then comes Lake King, 
stretching for another eighteen miles to the 
north-east, with a large branch up to the 
north-but there is no distinct division between 
Victoria and King, and even on the map it is 
hard to be sure where one ends and the other 
begins. 

This was one of the rare hot days that I 
had on this southern cruise; and even so it 
was cloudy by evening, and chilly, and there 
were a few spots of rain. And the wind was all 
over the shop, from south-east in the morning 
moving to west and north-west after noon, 
dying down and then going back to easterly in 

the evening until we had pitched the tent, and then changing to a strong south-west so that we had to 
re-pitch it. (I use a half-pyramid tent and the back must be to windward in case of rain). 

When we had given ourselves this trouble of re-pitching, the wind fell to a dead calm within ten 
minutes: the winds of Gippsland, and the weather, are as unreliable as those of England, as far as my 
experience goes. 

We took it easily, landing on Lake Wellington for a swim, and in the "river"-McCIellans Strait-to 
refill our two-gallon petrol tin with water and to eat lunch on a derelict wharf. This was at Seacombe, 
where bullock-teams on the old corduroy road from Port Albert used to cross on their way to the 
goldfields: there is a lonely sheep farm there today, and rosellas came to watch us eat. There were 
"turtles" on the Strait, and I did at last see a blue wren there, very flippant with its absurd little tail up 
in the air. 

While in Adelaide I had managed to get 
the brass bolts and nuts to complete my mast-
fittings, so that Leslie was able to enjoy the 
luxury of sailing: we managed a couple of 
miles or more on the Strait, and about a mile 
on the open lake, until the waves got too 
large. 

The wind was then north-west, and I 
could see on the map a good headland. 
Beacon Point, which should have shelter 
behind it, and we made for it, paddling now.  

It was a tricky run, with quite lusty 
following waves: I continually had to swing 
the boat more to the south so that we might 
be stem-on to some particularly large ones, 
and, not having eyes at the back of my head, I 
was too late for two or three chilly wave-

Figure 3 - Trees on Lake Victoria 
R. Raven-Hart 1946 

 

Figure 4 – Canoe Errant under sail 
R. Raven-Hart 1946 
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crests that slapped me amicably under the left arm-pit. What with this, and the leeway we were 
making southwards, I was not too happy about weathering Beacon Point, and this side of it was an 
unpleasant union of a lee shore, breaking waves, and snags and fallen trees. We just made it: I did not 
tell Leslie that it had been a fairly near thing. (And it was Friday the thirteenth: I did not think of this 
until later, fortunately). 

Our landing was on sand, behind a shingle-point laden with birds: teal, I think, and terns, and 
some black-and-white waders, probably Pied Oyster-catchers, and seagulls, Silver Gulls, and others; 
but they all flew as we neared them, and at that moment I was too busy watching waves to look at 
birds. 

The camp was on sand, too, with the dodge that I first developed on the Mississippi, anchoring 
the tent-back to the boat instead of to pegs: it is a good idea, because if there is an especially fierce 
gust of wind there are no pegs to pull out, and the guys do not break-the boat just rocks up a little, 
and then goes back again when the gust is over. We could have camped in the lee of tea-trees on the 
carpet of "pigs-face" that covered the clearings; but I saw a few mosquitoes there: none worried us on 
the sand, though house-flies were there in quantity, and a few biting "March-flies" (or "Marsh-flies"; I 
heard both names). It was too obviously a beach that was used by picknickers, with a dozen or more 
broken bottles lying about; it is unfortunately a custom in Australia to throw stones or shoot at bottles 
after an outdoor meal, and leave the fragments. The view was even more attractive than from our 
previous camp, since in addition to the distant view to the north we had a bold headland not four 
miles from us, on our shore. Red Bluff, with a sandy scar gashing it, a quite unmistakable landmark. 

Fortunately the rain held off that evening: the sleeping-gear had got wet in spots from those 
inquisitive wave-crests, right through the carrying-bags in which they were packed, and needed drying 
out before use. But there was a heavy shower next morning at breakfast, and the sky was dull 
aluminium all day. There were winds, of course, the quick-change winds that I was beginning to 
associate with Gippsland: when we launched it was a weak, warm northerly whisper, which 
encouraged me to risk the two-mile crossing to the northern shore - I wanted to get to Paynesville on 
that shore, to replenish our water-can, since there was no township on the southern bank at all. 

Of course, just as we were nicely half-way across the wind freshened and went to the south-
west, forcing us to make a long diagonal crossing instead of a short direct one, in order to keep the 
boat stem-on to the waves. I don't like it: I would far rather meet the waves, and be able to see them 
coming, and know that when I get near the land I shall have shelter instead of a wave-fretted lee 
shore; but there is an uncontestable thrill in being lifted by a wave that races on past you-it is almost 
impossible not to believe that it carries you forward with it, as surf-waves do. 

However, a south-west wind was not too bad, since the northern shore runs approximately S.W. 
- N.E., and every little cape gave us some shelter: until the wind then went due south, and tried its best 
to drive us on to the tree-abatis, and the waves took us broad-side on and became very anxious to 
come and visit us aboard. 

Luckily here the lake narrows to a mile, and the southern shore becomes higher, so that these 
waves were less fierce than the south-westerly ones, which had profited by all the length of the lake to 
grow up to adulthood: even so, it was a nasty pull, with no two strokes alike, the paddle either going 
too deep into the water or missing it altogether unless each wave was watched. 

Leslie did wonderfully, especially for a third-day canoer: he carried on untiringly, though I knew 
too well how his shoulders must have ached. 

There is a very welcome sheltered, peaceful inlet, unnamed on my map (I have the idea that 
someone called it "Love Bay" to me) and we thankfully turned into it, and landed for rest and lunch. I 
took a few spongefuls of water out of the boat (sponges are the only things to bale a folding canoe) 
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while Leslie boiled a billy and made tea: lunch was usually a cold meal, but we felt that we deserved 
something better. After that it was only a couple of miles to Paynesville, again with the sideway wind 
and waves, and an unpleasant landing on the sandy bathing-beach there, with waves breaking into 
the boat, a landing that would have been far worse had it not been for Leslie's nimbleness. 

Landings on a lee shore are no joke, especially where that shore shelves rapidly into deep water. 
If you let the canoe get close to and parallel with the shore, so that you can step out into shallow 
water (as one normally does when landing) then it will also be parallel to the waves, and they will 
come aboard enthusiastically. The only hope is for the "crew" sitting forward to leap out just before 
the boat touches the sand, and hold the boat at right angles to the shore and the waves, while the 
"captain" hurls ashore as many of the heavy things as he can reach, and then clambers forward until 
he also has water shallow enough to stand in, on the other side of the boat from the "crew". After that 
it is easy: I explained it all very carefully to Leslie as we neared the beach, and he played his part nobly, 
and remained cheerful even when waves went up his shorts.  

The Post Office was just opposite the beach, and the Post Master let us put the canoe into a 
shed; and the one and only hotel had a room vacant - "but only for a couple of nights, mind you: after 
that we're booked up solid until Easter," the landlord said snugly. Had I known it, there was a good 
and sheltered landing right opposite his front door: my Army map had been badly printed, the red of 
roads and towns all about ⅛-inch (which is ½-mile) too far to the west with respect to the black and 
blue printings, misleading me. We were in time for a second lunch: what's a lunch here nor there to a 
canoer, anyway? 

We arranged for stores for the next day (Sunday), cheese and chocolate and bread: Leslie went 
to a dance in the evening, having made friends with the baker's daughter. He was an enthusiast for 
dancing, but had to content himself with watching from the kitchen of the hall, his good clothes having 
been wisely but annoyingly left at Sale. 

The wind howled at breakfast, and I decided not to 
start: I wanted to cross the lake again, a couple of miles 
of open water, to "Sperm Whale Head Point", so named 
from its solid rectangular shape on the map, and to 
reach the narrow lakes behind it, along the edge of the 
sea. And then that unpredictable wind suddenly fell, and 
I hastened to find Leslie (at the baker's) and launch, and 
we got across before it freshened appreciably. 

Figure 5 – Paynesville Hotel 
PMM Collection 

Figure 7 – Paynesville Mechanics Institute Hall 
 where dances were held.    c. 2014  A. Bould 

Figure 6 - Early view of The Esplanade at Paynesville with 
Post Office and Bakery.  PMM Collection 
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Everyone at Sale had told me that I must meet Mr. Barton, on that Point: we called in there, 
interrupting (I fear) the church service to which he and his wife were listening, but being very heartily 
welcomed, and fed with tea and home-made cookies. 

All this "Head" is a National Park, and our host is the honorary Warden. He was very exercised 
over the almost total neglect shown by the Government since declaring it a Park some twenty years 
ago, above all as regards the possibility of its destruction by bush-fires, with the loss of the emus and 
kangaroos and koalas in it. In 1944 there were fires all through this area, and he and Mrs. Barton 
without help (everyone was too busy in his own area) just managed to save the eastern end of the 
Head, and the animals that had taken refuge there. "A gang is what is needed - not all the year, just 
for a few weeks to bum off the bracken when it's safe; and there ought to be another track cut, on the 
north bank - there's only the one road out, to Seacombe and Sale, and it's a pretty bad one." Modest 
requests, apparently: in too many countries the Government seem to think that when they have 
proclaimed an area as a Park nothing further needs to be done. 

He was very proud of his Angora goats, strictly limited to the tip of the Head (and, I am afraid, a 
bit disappointed that we had come to see him and not them): "but you'll see them on the shore as you 
pass," he added, and gave us some of the silky mohair as a souvenir. 

Beyond this Head is Lake Reeve, a narrow strip of water that was once navigable for forty miles 
or so, to Seaspray, Sale's beach, I had in fact intended to start at that beach, and reach Sperm Whale 
Head by this sheltered waterway; but unfortunately it has been allowed to silt up, and is to-day very 
muddy and shallow and dull, a good example of short-sightedness. (There is at present a project to 
divert a creel; into it, and so keep it scoured out: I hope it may be put through.) We went a couple of 
miles up into it, and then came back into a labyrinth of islands, and got consummately lost in them in 
spite of map and compass, and finally found the twin to Lake Reeve in the other direction, Lake Bunga 
(or more prosaically "Back Lake": the native name means "Tail", most aptly). 

It looked entirely delightful, with sand-dunes and sand-cliffs and trees and wind-still water; but it 
was already five o'clock, and I seized the opportunity to leave it for another day, with somewhat of the 
spirit of the child who puts aside the best sweets for the last. 

The camp-site was odd, to say the least 
of it, the sand-slopes running so steeply down 
to the water that it was hard to find tent-hold. 
An exiguous, distinctly damp sand-beach 
backed by tea-trees had barely room for us: 
the tent was guyed to roots behind it, and to 
the boat in front, a reversal of the last camp - I 
had never done this before, but the sand was 
too moist to hold pegs. Leslie found room for a 
minute but effective fire further along the 
beach, and the booming of the great rollers on 
the ocean beach roared us to sleep. There 
cannot be many places in the world where you 

can camp on a steel-smooth lake and yet have 
the noise of ocean surf as a lullaby. 

A motor-boat passed while we were eating, and called to warn us that the tide would cover the 
beach when it rose. I doubted it, but took all precautions, loading everything not in use into the boat 
for a quick-getaway if necessary, and mooring it at both ends, and trusting that its movement would 

Figure 8 – Tent setup on Lake Bunga 
R. Raven-hart 1946 
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wake us by shaking the tent, if it began to float. As a matter of fact, a stick-marker I put in showed 
that it was already high tide when they warned us. 

We were favoured with a fine morning, with quite a lot of sun, and no wind in this sheltered 
haven - and made the most of it. 

This lake was for me the highlight of the cruise, and not only very unusual but very lovely: 
unfortunately it is only about ten miles long, and a cul-de-sac, with no exit at the north-east end. We 
took our time, landing to swim and eat, and swim, and photograph, and swim, and climb up the sand-
dunes toward the sea - only a short, slithery climb in very fine soft sand, and then the ocean was below 
us, and the "Ninety Mile Beach", its solitude only emphasised by a couple of distant fishermen. It 
would have been tempting to swim in it and then rush naked back to the lake, so as to establish a 
"sea-to-lake" record for oneself: we heard later that this beach is notoriously sharky, so that it was as 
well that we did not attempt it. But it was for me equally a record to stand on the top of that dune, 
with the ocean on my left and the lake on my right, both fully visible without turning my head. Leslie 
slid down to the beach to collect shells as souvenirs, to add to the mohair: I supplemented them by a 
Cochin knife, brought from India with the intention of disposing of it in just this way. 

The only disappointment was that there were so few birds: seagulls of sorts, and terns, and a 
few pelicans, and a pair of mountain duck, and that was about all. Fish abounded, very visible in the 
clear water: shoals of babies skipped like fleas over the water ahead of us, and investigated us 
indecorously when we bathed, to Leslie's ribald amusement.  

It had been a joy to escape the wind on Lake Bunga and among the islands; now we found it 
again on the open lake as we returned there, at first as a weak south-wester that encouraged us to 
sail across a large bay. Then, cruelly again, the wind let us get to the middle of that bay and suddenly 
went to the south, and got nasty: I couldn't run before it, because that would have meant a good six 
miles of open water, with a lee shore to end it. There was nothing for it but to fight our way against it, 
to a beach on the southern shore of the bay hardly wide enough to land on; and then, when we were 
just taking breath and congratulating ourselves, the wind went to the west, and waves began to break 
on that beach, and on the side of the boat, and over our feet. It was a horrid launch (although it is 
easier to launch in waves than to land) and another stiff pull, and a really unpleasant landing on 
another, more sheltered beach, during which I sat down in a foot of water and Leslie took most of the 
skin off his shins, and lots of water got into the boat. He remained cheerful - so cheerful that by 
contagion I had to laugh at my own dripping posterior. It was somewhere on that bay that the wind 
removed my Service felt hat, breaking the chinstrap: I had uneasy visions of it being picked up 
somewhere, and reports being published of my loss "at sea" (or can you say "at lake"?). 

Still, it might have been worse: we got a good site, on grass mixed with pigs-face, in the shelter 
of tea-trees, and I put the tent up before the wind dropped and heavy rain started, and Leslie had time 
to light a fire. He had run out of cigarettes, poor chap, and my pipe-tobacco made a very inacceptable 
substitute: He smoked too much, anyway, as I told him unkindly. 

We had no mosquitoes; it was probably too cold for them, and the wind rose again to blow them 
away. In addition, an eddy of that wind brought the smoke of our fire into the tent, and it was a tea-
tree fire, particularly pungent: mosquitoes are said to dislike it, probably as much as I did. 

There was more rain in the night, and a hopeless dawn, grey and chilly, with a westerly wind 
rising. Metung was a bare three miles away, and we needed water (and cigarettes!): at four-thirty we 
threw everything into the boat, including the plates still unwashed from the night before, and pushed 
off. 

From the bay we had to steer west, to round a point, dead against the wind; and then turn to the 
north-east, with the wind and the waves incommodiously cornerwise; and then turn due east, with 
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Metung dead ahead and its lighthouse on the long, narrow "Shaving Point". The wind was full-grown 
by now, and it was futile to paddle: we were scurried along with only our bodies as sails and my 
paddle as a rudder. And the water off that point was without question the worst, wind-water that I 
have ever been through, and even more certainly the worst that I ever want to go through: we 
"shaved" the point, where the waves seemed less malevolent, but even here they were much too large 
for my peace of mind, and much too confused, every-which-way, so that no boat could be kept end-on 
to them, unless she were shaped like a starfish. The wind had been against the tide. I was told: "and 
when it's that way, even motor-boats can't get through on the outer bank, as often as not. But there's 
a funny thing about that Point: even when the tide's running in, there'll be a bit of tide running out just 
where you were - which is why you got through at all, I should say." Tides are odd in this area: "the 
local boats always win races - you can have two yachts side by side, not fifty yards apart, and one of 
them will be in a good tide, helping her, and the other in slack water." 

Round the Point it was Heaven, after that wind. We were both wet above the waists, chiefly 
from paddle-spray: Leslie was soaked to the skin, all the water from my paddle-blade having been 
hurled at his back. Below the waists we were dry, and warm, thanks to the "spray-deck", and the gear 
was dry. And we were out of that pestilential wind, and that was all that mattered: Leslie grinned a 
wet grin, and kept me informed of the progress of one particularly enterprising trickle that had just 
started at his throat; "and I should like to disappoint it before it gets - all the way down," he said. 

He did: we landed on the lawn of the still-sleeping hotel, and changed into dry clothes, and sat 
on the verandah and ate chocolate, and listened to the morning-song of the magpies, a cataract of 
music. (And there are people who say that Australia has no song-birds: Digby, for instance, in "Down 
Wind", with "Like all the rest of the Australian birds, they" – rosellas - "have no song", and yet, on the 
same page, "Magpies were everywhere".) People woke up at last, and tea revived us, and breakfast. 

Metung is a happy, aristocratic little place, with gaily-painted houses in green and white: 
Australian house-painters too rarely use any but drab, "serviceable" colours. There is a large 
proportion of retired or semi-retired people there - a missionary, a Major-General, business folk and 
such - and most of the waterside houses have their own jetties and yachts or motor-launches. The 
friendly little hotel also had used colours effectively: gay counterpanes, bright floor-mats, very 
amusing fake flowers on the tables (casuarina cones, poppy-heads, fircones and the like dabbed with 
bright colours). Here again we only just got rooms: in a couple of days they would be crowded out, and 
then right through until March. 

Our host and hostess motored me up to Bairnsdale (Leslie went rabbit shooting) chiefly so that I 
could get some money from the Bank. It is a likeable, go-ahead little town, with an imposing main 
street, the centre a garden wide enough to accommodate a band-stand. I was told that the bookshop, 
an exceptionally well-stocked one, had sold over a hundred copies of "Seven Pillars of Wisdom", and 
books in Australia cost about half as much again as they do in England, with freight and exchange. 
(This, again, went to support my conviction that there is room for good shops, especially for those 
selling the less-utilitarian articles, in many Australian towns. The public is there, ready to buy if the 
goods are available.) 

One shopkeeper hailed me by name, known from an interview in the Sale paper, and motored 
me around so that I might see something of "his town", with a welcome mixture of hospitality and 
local pride. The Courthouse is "Norman", far better than might be feared, with bold carvings of koalas 
and possums and gum-branches done in a local freestone by a local man; the Roman Catholic church 
has a disproportionate tower which suggests that the architect got his drawings mixed and put the top 
of one tower on the base of another; there is a really well-designed Technical School; and two of the 
Banks are attractive, as is so often the case in Australia. 
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He also took me out to Eagle Point, with a wide view over the northern part of Lake King, a 
hundred feet below. The Mitchell enters the lake here, between walls of silt, "jetties" four miles long 
which it has built up for itself: unfortunately they are now being eroded rapidly. All this country used 
to grow hops, until some blight killed them; we passed an oast-house on the way back, and steamers 
from Melbourne used to come up the river to it. 

That evening I spent with a most knowledgeable Metung resident. He identified tracks that had 
puzzled us on the Lake Bunga sand-dunes, claw-marks with an indented groove between them: 
"goannas," he said. "And you ought to have gone further along that Lake: there's a place where the 
dunes are so low that the sea breaks into the lake in really rough weather. And did you see the 
wombat-wells? They dig holes in the sand, maybe six feet or so from the lake, and the water that 
comes up in them is fresh, fresh enough to make tea with, anyway." (I had read of the dodge, but not 
that we had learned it from the wombat.) And he insisted that kookaburras laugh every fifteen 
minutes, "at the hour, and the half-hour, and the quarters, as regular as a clock" - I never managed to 
check this. He also told me that the "Crown Land" law applies not only to rivers but to practically all 
the shores of the lakes, "so that all those notices about 'Private - No Landing' just don't mean a thing, 
and no one can say anything so long as you keep within a chain from the shore". 

We ought to have gone on to Kalimna (a Hellenist's coinage; and there are Lakes Kakydros and 
Melanydros), and to Lakes Entrance, locally just "Lakes", the shores here being high and wooded and 
the scenery the best of the cruise; and perhaps, at the expense of a short overland portage, to Lake 
Tyers, said to be even more scenic; but the wind continued to howl like a pack of harpies, and grey 
clouds weighed down the sky, and there were too many houses visible on that section for my liking. 
Instead we unbuilt and packed the boat, and took the mail-car to Swan Reach (on the Tambo, a river 
that looked worth doing) and a bus to Bairnsdale, and train to Sale via Stratford (but the Avon river 
there is the "Av-von", pronounced as in Scotland, not Shakespeare). 

Leslie went back to Melbourne with all my good wishes - a great youngster. I stayed in Sale over 
Christmas and the New Year holidays, haying-booked well in advance at an excellent hotel: during 
these weeks everyone in the capitals goes to the country, and everyone from the country goes to the 
capitals. It does not even itself out, unfortunately: houses are empty and hotels are full. 

Sale is a solid, stolid, conservative, rich town: it filled its last War Loan quota in twenty minutes. 
It has two cathedrals, the Church of England one very dead in spite of a Bishop: church and chapel 
rivalries quaintly dominate the town, there being only denominational tennis-clubs, for instance. Bowls 
are however undenominational, and so is swimming, in a tree-shaded pool in the little Park; and so, it 
is pleasant to record, is the Choral Society - they did the Messiah recently, members of all choirs taking 
part. There are six hotels, several of them with the jolly ironwork. And there is a club, of which I was 
made a temporary member: I asked whether an acquaintance was one of the club-members, to be 
met with an astonished "Him? Why, of course not: he's a teetotaller." It conveyed the nature of too 
many Australian country-town "clubs" only too exactly. Shops are passable; but (and here comes my 
pet idea again) the bookshop was poor, and I could find only one watch-repairer, swamped with work, 
and people complained that there was no good radio service-man. There was a lending-library at the 
bookshop, with (to my pleased astonishment) a copy of my "Nile" book; and another at the 
"Mechanics Institute" hall, consisting of fiction with a small proportion of travel-books and 
biographies, but without a single book of reference, even an Atlas. 

People were very friendly (how often have I said this already?). One resident let me listen to the 
Messiah on Christmas night, from Melbourne, with two choruses that are rarely done, even at the 
Albert Hall (one up to Melbourne); another took me round the town, and showed me the artesian well 
in that Park, and tried to entrap me into tasting the sulphuretted-hydrogen-loaded water - it gave 
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Australia one of the slang names for beer, "artesian" apparently because the beer made with this 
water was exceptionally good, unlikely as it seems; another took me out to his dairy-farm for 
Christmas dinner, where I distinguished myself by mistaking a stack of hay-bales for one of the cairns 
to explorers; my original hosts motored me up to Glenmaggie Weir, a lovely run. 

One local man who had been very helpful with advice on the lakes took me out "floundering" 
one night, with his son. We went by "buckboard", the term that has been transferred from horse-
drawn days to the utility vehicle, seating three in front and with a truck behind, in which his masonite, 
home-built boat and its outboard motor sat on mattresses. It was an improbable drive, through thick 
brush, over an almost inexistent track, with the need to swing off suddenly into even denser scrub 
where a tree had fallen across the "road". One needs to be a skilled driver for bush-tracks: fortunately 
both my companions were experts. This was real "bush", the sort of thing I had expected, low scrub, 
mostly of black tea-tree, still peppered with white flowers; but you should have seen it a few weeks 
ago - solid white it was, and if you knocked against it you looked as if you had been at a wedding, 
confetti all over you". And there was honeysuckle, with saw-edged leaves; "and it really does have 
honey in the flowers". 

I was told on another occasion, "the aboriginals used to make a sweet drink out of them, and if 
you kept it, it went like-woad, and I've seen bees as drunk as owls on it, too." And below them were 
clumps of smooth, tapering grasses, aptly named Kangaroo-tail grass, and bracken and ferns in a thick 
undergrowth that suggested snakes to me. We stopped to shoot a wallaby, and several rabbits, and a 
kangaroo: this last for my benefit, so that I might later be invited to taste kangaroo-tail soup. (It is 
rather like beef-tea made from venison, if you can imagine that.) 

Our route took us past Seacombe, where Leslie and I had lunched, and on down the narrow strip 
of land dividing Lake Reeve from the main lakes, beyond the Red Bluff that had been such a landmark 
to us. There was a sandy beach there, and a sandy shore with pigs-face underfoot and tea-tree and 
manuka behind; and the truck became a tarpaulin-roofed tent, with mattresses, sybaritic luxury-but 
they had to be brought for the sake of the boat. 

To "flounder" you go out in a small, shallow-draft boat, dead slow, armed with a flounder-spear 
and an electric bulb fed from accumulators and mounted, with a reflector, on a bamboo pole. 

The bulb is held below the water and lights up the bottom, and when you see a flounder you 
spear it, and pull up the spear, and knock the fish off into the bottom of the boat, with a constant 
rhythmic movement (when the fishing is good, as it was that night) which explains why "flounder-
spearing" is also slang for conducting an orchestra. It sounds very easy: to me the difficulty was to see 
the fish at all, on the sandy bottom. Now and then I did manage to pick out the eyes, but mostly the 
spearer seemed to be materialising the fish out of nothing-the bottom was bare, and then it wasn't. 
We got over two hundred fish, mostly flounders, but also a few bream (locally "brim"): we could have 
had several trout, but spearing these is illegal.  
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The technique was learnt from 
the aboriginals, who used to 
be very numerous around 
these parts: their light came 
from bark torches, held of 
course above the water. 

And we got a shark, five 
and a half feet of it, quite big 
enough to be dangerous. At 
least, my companions did: 
about three in the morning 
they dropped me at the camp 
and I went to bed, while they 
continued. I have kept this 
shark a secret until now, at 
local entreaty and so as not to 
spoil the tourist-season: it was 

the first ever caught up on this 
part of the lake, and provides another argument for the closing of the "Entrance". 

It was a great night, unforgettable: so was the flounder I ate at their home that evening, cooked 
to perfection by my host's wife. As in England, when cooking is good, nearly always in homes, it is very, 
very good; and when it is bad, as in many cafes and most hotels, it is more than horrid, it is criminal. 

Bevan, my companion on the Murray, had been stationed at one of the Sale aerodromes during 
the war, and had told me not to miss Bulga Park and the Tara Valley. I made enquiries, and found that 
they did run excursions there from Sale; "but no one seems to want to go there this year." Another 
guest at the hotel took me in his car, fortunately: Bevan was right, it would have been regrettable to 
miss them. 

I left Sale with regrets. One could live very happily there, although the climate is on the cold and 
wet side for my India-conditioned tastes (far and away better than England, of course). 

Houses are not so astronomically unattainable as in the cities, and one could have a garden, or 
even land enough for hens and a cow; and there is shooting, and fishing, and sea- and pool-swimming, 
and all sorts of games, and social activities – although in a conservative place like Sale it would be 
some time before the new-comer ceased to be regarded as a "blow-in", to use the expressive 
Australian phrase. 

As a postscript, Sale is named for "the hero of the siege of Jellalabad during the first Afghan War 
in 1842", as of course you guessed when you saw the name. It is an awkward name at moments: when 
the guard asks "Anyone for Sale?", for instance, or when at Melbourne I said I was "going to Sale" and 
was asked "Where for?”. 
[End] 
 

  

Figure 9 - Aboriginal Night Fishing     c 1864 
- State Library of Victoria  h10696-stgill 
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Abstract  

Powerboat racing at Paynesville had a large following from the 1930s through to the late 1950s and 

through it was woven the FWM boats of the Marriott family. This article is a mainly pictorial record 

of the family and their boats. 

Introduction 

In 1887 Charles Marriott, a renowned 

marksman in the district, opened a gun 

store in Main Street Bairnsdale and was 

immediately successful in his endeavours. 

Later as cycling became popular 

Marriott extended his business to 

include sales and repairs of bicycles. 

 

 

In the early 1900's his sons Fred and William Marriott were 

operating an engineering workshop in Bairnsdale. In common with 

many such workshops of the time the impossible became routine 

and the Marriott motto was "If you can't get it fixed take it to 

Marriott Brothers". 

 

     The Marriotts and their  Boats 

 

            Rob Cook 



As  a sidelight to the Marriott story we found in 

researching that Charles Marriott had arranged for 

a fountain to be installed in the centre divide of 

Main Street as a part of the 1907 volunteer 

program to improve the appearance and aspect of 

Main Street that had until then been unimpressive 

(to say the least). Initially the Shire Council wanted 

none of the project but once it was completed they 

appointed the first gardening team to look after the 

town's parks and gardens - something that 

continues to this day to the credit of the town. 

 

 

 

FWM I (Ranui) 

Local legend (with a solid factual base) has it that when the government Department of Public Works 

(PWD) took over the Paynesville Slip-yard in 1914, operated at the time by Peter Tierney, there was a 

partially completed motor launch that one of the workers had been building in his "spare time". Mild 

consternation ensued when it was learned that the government inspectors were coming to 

Paynesville to conduct an audit of the Slip. 

Fortunately things moved slower in those days and the pending arrival of the inspectors was well 

telegraphed, giving time to decide on the best course of action with the unfinished boat. After some 

quick work to ensure she 

would float, the hull was 

launched and towed to 

Raymond Island away 

from prying eyes and it 

was here that Chas 

Marriott found his 

introduction to boat 

ownership and started a 

dynasty. 

Once the fuss of handing 

over the Slip to PWD was 

out of the way Marriott 

contracted the Lipscombe Brothers to complete the boat and thus was born Ranui, easily recognised 

by generations for her "dreadnought" bow profile. 

The Marriott family have owned and used Ranui up until she was sold in 2015. 



 

 

Ranui 

 

 

 

Lengthened Ranui 



FWM II and III 

Clearly the younger Marriotts craved a need for speed and were often seen cruising down the 

Mitchell river in their fast commuter that they named as FWM II. 'F' for Fred and 'W' for William and 

the 'II' as respect for the boat that started it - Ranui. 

 

FWM II 

By now involved with the growing powerboat racing scene on the Gippsland Lakes and especially at 

Paynesville, Fred and William had their first racing boat built. Shorter and lighter, FWM III was 

powered by a Rolls Royce aero engine and proved an instant success. 

 

FWM III 

 

 

 

 

 



FWM IV 

No longer with pretensions of cruising the Lakes, the next boat in the series was a full-on racer from 

the Margaret 3 set of plans published in the American boating magazine "The Rudder". 

 

A stepped hull hydroplane - meaning the bottom of the hull had a "step" as shown in the drawing 

and enabling the boat to rise evenly in the water for a horizontal planing attitude with minimum 

drag. Note the forward location of the rudder in the area the boat operates from. 

Joe Bull built the boat (and a sister "Don Pedro" later for George Southen of Bruthen) and she was 

powered by the Rolls Royce engine from FWM III. This engine proving remarkably reliable with only 

one dnf (did not finish) in all of the races that it powered FWMs III and IV. 

 

FWM IV 

FWM IV was so fast that in some handicap races where she was "limit" boat the Smith's Ben Nevis 

which was scratch boat had already gone past on the fifth of six laps when the Marriott boat was let 

loose and did the required number of laps to pass all others and win the race.  



FWM V 

This was a little known, small racing powerboat for Allan Marriott of the third generation of the 

family. At age seven he was racing his 4-cylinder Rugby engined boat. The pic shows Ranui (FWM I) 

along with FWM IV and FWM V. 

 

A gathering of FWMs 

FWM VI 

What should have been the meanest, nastiest of the FWM boats in FWM VI turned out to be less 

successful than intended and was the last that Fred Marriott competed with. 

Built by Marriott in the backyard at home with the assistance of the Vardy Brothers, this boat was 

powered by an engine from  a de Havilland Gypsy Major aircraft that required quite a lot of re-

engineering for installation in a boat. Firstly the engine was turned 180 degrees so that the cylinders 

were to the top for servicing and to get the driveshaft into the bottom of the boat - in the aircraft 

configuration the cylinders "hang down" to give the pilot a better view over the engine. Water 

cooling was also introduced in place of the aircraft's air-cooling - in all a major engineering task. 

 

  The FWM VI build crew    Gypsy Major Engine 

Unfortunately, at the first turning mark FWM VI failed to respond, rolled over and sank. 

 



Allan Marriott 

As we noted earlier Allan, son of Fred, was the third 

generation of boating Marriotts best known for his 

Avenger and had been messing about in boats all of 

his life. 

In the resurgent boating scene post-WW2 his boat 

was named Avenger and powered by a six-cylinder 

side valve Ford engine that was tuned with a little help from engine wizard Harry Firth.. 

Avenger 
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Introduction: This article is taken from an audio interview conducted by PMM member Nancy 

Fowkes and is part of an ongoing series targeted to establish firsthand what it was like. 
 

 
 

Roy Smith talks to Nancy Fowkes: 
 
Nancy : I am talking to Roy Smith today about his history with the fishing industry. 
 
Nancy : How old are you Roy.  
 
Roy :  90. (recorded in February 2014) 
 
Nancy : 90 and you were telling me that your father was in the industry. 
 
Roy : Yes, he came and fished from Seacombe he started with his father way back. 
Grandfather didn’t do much fishing I don’t think. 
 
In those days of course as you would know, the steamers collected the fish running from Lakes 
Entrance to Sale and the Gilsenan family here supplied the ice and the first major stop was Hollands 
Landing then Seacombe and then the mouth of the Latrobe. 
They had ice chests in those places and they (the Gilsenan family) took ice with them and iced the 
fish. 

Interview with Roy Smith, 
Retired Fisherman 

From a recorded interview by 
Nancy Fowkes 



 
Mr Gilsenan or his representative got out at the Heart Landing which is 3 mile up from the mouth of 
the Latrobe and caught the steamer that was coming back. If the Dargo (steamer) was coming up the 
Omeo (steamer) would have been in Sale and waited for the train to come in that night. There was a 
freight line down to the wharf but they bought the passengers down in a horse drawn taxi as far as I 
know. 
 
Nancy :  I have a couple of questions about that because I read somewhere that the ice was buried 
and then the fishermen would come and get the ice but I am thinking that might have only been 
down Lakes Entrance way or Mallacoota way. 
      
Roy : No as far as I know there was a shed with an ice chest at Hollands Landing and one at Seacombe 
and one at the mouth of the Latrobe.   That was as far as I know in my father’s day, anyway that was 
before I started. 
 
Nancy : The other thing that I was interested in is that I read that Ross’ father used to travel with the 
fish across and up to where they were collected.  I thought about that and I read somewhere that a 
bit of pilfering went on and that’s why they accompanied the fish.   Is that right? 
 
Roy :  I don’t know about that, it could have been.   You see he always took the ice and he or his 
representative made sure that the fish were iced.   There may not have been enough ice in the chests 
at Seacombe or somewhere so they got out and had to come back in the middle of the day.      So they 
made sure they had ice then they had to come back. 
 
I don’t know whether Ross told you or not but that on one occasion there was a flood on. 
 
Nancy : He did tell me that story and I loved that story and I wondered whether you had ever been in 
any tricky situations.   Did you ever get into any great danger when you were doing the fishing. 
 
Roy : Well not like that but there were hectic times some times but anyway. 
 
When the steamers stopped the Lake Wellington fishermen had a problem then because they had to 
get their fish away and there was no means of getting them to Sale.   
 
Now I can remember going fishing with my father when I was only a little boy going to school and we 
went into the mouth of the Latrobe.   Then we took the fish up to the Heart Landing with the one boat 
or two boats depending on how much they had and then we had to go up to the house there and ring 
up for a chap from Sale to come out and bring ice and collect the fish. I think he was one of the 
skippers of the steamers but any how it doesn’t matter. 
 
That’s what happened and then they were asking for a jetty to be built at Marley Point but they never 
ever got that. Anyway they went to Marley Point, my father had a small ute, a Chev car cut down and 
put extra strength in it and they would cart the fish from Wellington from Marley Point in those days. 
 
Nancy : OK  
 
Roy :  When I started fishing in 1937 with my father. 



 
Nancy : How old were you then? 
 
Roy :  14, they built a jetty in Andrews Bay (Andrew), on the south side of Andrew Bay near the mouth 
of the Latrobe and there was a jetty there and a shed there. 
 
Now at this time there was another chap who fished from Marley Point and he had a truck.   You 
wouldn’t be able to do it now.   He had a truck and a motorbike, he didn’t have a sidecar, he had a box 
on the side. On a Sunday he would take the truck over and park it in the bush over there somewhere 
near the shed and leave it.   He had a wooden pole and he road back on the motorbike then he went 
fishing and they took our fish into Sale then in the truck.   You wouldn’t do it now would you? 
 
Nancy : No. 
 
Roy : So anyway the fish then went on the passenger train in the guard’s van. 
See the train came from Sale and stopped at Sale for about a quarter of an hour they had a 
refreshment room.  They didn’t have refreshments on the train then. On a couple of occasions when 
we had a lot of fish we had to stay there and help them load the fish. They wouldn’t take them in the 
guard’s van these days would they? 
      
Nancy : It would have got pongy. 
 
Roy :  Anyway, my father tells me that in the early days when he was fishing in Lake Victoria they 
would have got more fish in Lake Victoria and Lake King, the mesh net fishermen, there was a lot of 
sea grass in those days. And even in the straits I believe there was sea grass here but just where the 
steamer went through, in the middle, it was really clear.    That had all disappeared by the time I 
started. 
 
Nancy : Sorry to interrupt but I just read yesterday that they had a different prop so that the sea grass 
didn’t get wrapped around the prop.   I didn’t know that. 
 
Roy : Yeah, a weedless propeller but there was very little sea grass in Lake Wellington.   In the 
sheltered corners like Botts Bay and Poddy Bay there was but for some reason the grass didn’t grow 
there as far as I know.      My father was meshed net fishing then and as far as I know there was only 
the Mullet and things like that in those days.   When I first started he did have some bigger mesh nets 
but there was no Bream in Lake Wellington but there was Poddy Mullet when it was fresh they got a 
few Poddy Mullet and things. 
 
In fact, one of the old boys up there he called the big mesh nets Perch nets but there was never any 
quantity of Perch about when I was about but whether there was in the early days I don’t know. 
 
Of course the grass disappeared down here and the crabs got the blame for that. 
 
Nancy : Yes, well Ross told me about that and I was fascinated and Ross said they never worked out 
whether the disappearance of the crabs caused the Bream to increase or the Bream ate the crabs.
       



Roy : Well thinking back on it anyway, the grass disappeared and they blamed the crabs.  You see we 
came down here with mesh nets then.  It was alright in Lake Wellington but it meant that you couldn’t 
use mesh nets - there was a lot of Bream about. 
                        
When I first started the seine crews were getting a bit. You couldn’t use mesh nets for Bream because 
the crabs would have ate the nets so we used what we call floating nets. Instead of fishing from the 
bottom up and staying stationary we took some of the leads off and put extra corks on and they 
fished from the surface down and didn’t touch the bottom. 
Catching Mullet and Skipjacks and things like that. Of course you had to get up every couple of hours 
to see where you were. We fished mainly the top end of Lake Victoria and we never seemed to go 
ashore. 
 
Lake King wasn’t so good. I went out there one week and the first night I come ashore on the Mitchell 
spit and tore the net, the next night I was ashore on the end of the Island.   The next night I was way 
down and I didn’t know where I was, down near Tambo Bight somewhere. 
 
Nancy :  You just drifted wherever you went? 
 
Roy : Yeah another night I took my cousin out with me 
before I had much experience and that was before I 
come to live here.   I thought I must get up and have a 
look where we are going and he said “Oh it’ll be right”.   
Crikey here we were drifted up into Eagle Bay there. 
 
Up the top end there seemed to be a certain drift 
down there and it was alright. 
        Myra at home in the reeds at Marley Point 
 
Bream there were quite a few about with the seine nets but you couldn’t use them (mesh nets) ‘cause 
the crabs were eating the nets out anyway.         
      
We fished mainly in Lake Wellington in the autumn and the winter months and as soon as the spring 
rain came, the Lake came fresh and we came down here into Lake Victoria then to Lake King and that 
continued on for a long time. 
 
 
Nancy :  What year did you move down here (Paynesville)? 
 
Roy : I came down here in ‘52 now I will get around to that.   You see I went into the Army in March of 
’42.   We did have, I don’t know why but that was the only time we tried in Lake Wellington for 
Bream.  I was fishing with my father then when conscription came in the fishermen down here were 
exempt.   You see I was only working for my father and I wasn’t so. 
 
Anyway, we tried for Bream for one week up at Wellington and we never caught enough to send 
away.  I don’t know whether Mullet were scarce or cheap or something. 
Anyway we tried for three nights but gee there was a heap of Trout, Rainbow and Brown Trout. 
 



Nancy : Really. 
 
Roy : Yes, but as I say we never caught enough Bream in the three nights to send  to market. 
On the last night we were out we had a 60 yard net shot from the reeds out opposite the mouth of 
the Latrobe in Botts Bay and it was a foggy morning. 
With all the nets out wide we only got a few bream and little trout so I was told to row up in front of 
the shallow water and we would see the nets anyhow I am rowing up  – “ you have gone too far, go 
back”.   We went back and on the reeds we found the buoy on the end of them and there wasn’t a 
cork showing and in the 60 yard net we got 30 Trout.   2 or 3 pound weight each. 
 
Nancy : Wow.            
   
Roy : The biggest Trout I ever caught, well I got it at the mouth of Poddy Bay.  
In fact I have got a photo at home somewhere it was 7 or 8 pound.      
I gave it to the fisheries officers here and they gave me a photo of it. 
There was a lot of Trout in those days alright. 
 
That was the fishing and when I came back from the war that was still the procedure, we were still 
living at Marley Point and we fished there in the autumn and winter months and spring.    We had 
some dry years then and we fished all through the year then. 
 
The Air force had taken over that jetty that I had talked about so we were back at Marley Point again 
and that same chap was taking the fish. 
 
Nancy :  I was going to ask you, while you were away did your father continue with the licence, did he 
continue fishing? 
 
Roy : Oh yes, he was still fishing then. 
 
Nancy : Did the market change? Like did they have more demand for the fish or less demand?   Did 
they provide fish for the overseas troops? 
 
Roy :  Well, when I came back the fish were very scarce.   But I heard that they were selling well at 
the markets and that some of them had some smaller mesh nets and got some fish and they was 
undersize.  In fact, one of the old fishermen said the fishing’s had it, get a job somewhere else. 
But I had had enough of being told what to do and I kept going and things came good again. 
             
Nancy : So did your father say there was more demand.                              
   
Roy : Well it must have been because he done alright during the war.   All food stuff was short and so 
forth with people away and they must have wanted fish as well as anything else. 
 
Nancy : You don’t know whether the fish was provided for the troops. 
 
Roy : I never seen any.   Bully beef and biscuits. 
 
Nancy : I heard that and I heard they weren’t very good either. 



 
Roy : We were in a place in Dutch New Guinea and we were going in and the airport had been dug up 
when I flew in, on my first flight.   And a Catalina flying boat landed on the river, anyway, the boats 
only came in, or a plane, about once a month and we’d get the mail.   Anyway, we were sent out on 
patrol and that lasted about a month and you couldn’t write home and say I won’t be able to write for 
awhile.   If the boat came in or the plane came in you wrote the letter and the next time it would be 2 
or 3 months before they’d get a letter and they’d write back saying “why didn’t you write”, “why 
didn’t you write” but we couldn’t. 
Oh yes it was a terrible place, everyone had malaria. 
 
Nancy : You not only did it tough in the fishing industry you did it tough during the war. 
 
Roy :  You had that much salt, taking salt tablets and things, I never use salt nowadays. 
             
Nancy : Really. 
 
Roy : But anyway getting back to the fishing.   I was still working from Marley Point and in ’52 we had 
one of the biggest floods ever recorded.  We had a lot of rain.     One of the reasons there must have 
been rough weather at sea or something because Lake Wellington where we were fishing at that time 
was about 2 feet above normal were we were loading our fish on a jetty.   There was a few boats 
about and we could go right into the bank whereas summertime it would almost be dry sand but 
that’s how it was. 
 
Anyway, our house was supposed to be built above flood level ‘cause they had gone back hundreds of 
years but when you got flooded out we had to shift out so I thought it was time to shift and oh well to 
be in the fishing industry you had to be down here anyway so I moved down.     That was in July so 
down here too it was a long time because the water was slow getting away after the flood. 
 
I don’t know whether Ross was telling you or not but I don’t know there is anyone about now but 
some of the people here were going to get rid of the water. 
They went over the Back Lake, Bunga Arm at one of the low places there and they dug through and 
made another entrance.    The sea was still that high that it flowed back in again. 
 
Nancy : Really, did they hand dig it? 
 
Roy : Yeah. 
 
Nancy : My goodness. 
 
Roy : Anyway but then after that flood the grass started to grow.   Now then the crabs disappeared 
and they said that is why the grass started to grow. Of course, the people who are supposed to know 
these things, they said that for the sea grass to grow there had to be the fine silt come down the river. 
With cutting down the timber in the catchment areas and clearing the rivers of snags and things the 
rivers flowed a lot faster and the fine silt was going out to sea and only left the coarse stuff and the 
grass wasn’t growing. Of course with this blockage the high water began the water staying in so long 
and we got the fine silt and it started the grass to grow.   I supposed they know what they are talking 
about. 



 
Nancy : Well it sounds like it.   How long did that last for? 
 
Roy :  Quite a while.  It grows slowly for awhile and then we got the little Bream. The Bream had 
decreased in numbers and the size had been put up.   Of course With the little ones you had to be 
careful using small mesh nets for the Mullet, you’d have to be careful you didn’t catch a lot of small 
Bream. Eventually, the Bream got to size and with the grass growing the young Bream had the shelter 
of the grass from the Cormorants.   So that was the theory of it – don’t know if it was right or not. 
 
Eventually they got to be legal size and instead of there being an odd Skipjack and Salmon Trout we 
started to get Bream fishing too. I fished for years before I ever caught a Flathead and a few Flounder 
and things showed up then. In the olden days it was something special if you caught a Flathead. 
 
Nancy :  The Carp, when did they arrive? 
 
Roy : Yes I was down here alright and my father was still living up there.  Can’t tell you when would 
that be?  Of course he used to go out and catch a feed of fish, row out and then he got this damn 
Carp.   It was a good few years ago now.  1952?   I don’t know really it’s quite a while.   They have 
been there for quite a while in Lake Wellington and of course they spread down here then 
 
Nancy : So it was Dad that found the first Carp? 
 
Roy : Oh other fishermen had talked about them alright and we would get perhaps an odd one but 
then they got big up there among the reeds there in Lake Wellington.    
 
Of course there was a lot of problems with Lake Wellington.   As I said we used to fish there in the 
autumn and winter.   The Latrobe River got very polluted and even when they put the thing in through 
Dutson Downs, although they denied it there was still water coming out from that into Poddy Bay and 
TuckerBay. There was a couple of years when I was living here and I would go up there and the Lake 
never cleared up at all. The cane reeds died and everything.   Now they are sending it out to sea and 
things are settling down a bit and I think there is some improvement. I haven’t been up there much 
lately but what I have seen shows there is some reeds growing. There was cane reeds everywhere 
around the Lake. 
 
We had some dry years there and we had 3 or 4 acres of land and we used to go when we shopped 
once a week and things like that, we used to go cutting reeds for the cows. 
 
Nancy : Really. 
 
Roy : Yeah, very serious then 1939 and that time we had some very dry years. 
 
Nancy : Because you were the State President of the Victorian Fisheries Association for ten years I 
thought I’d ask you a question that you are probably the most knowledgeable person around here. 
 
I wanted to ask you the question about when they decided to buy back the professional fishing 
licences from the men fishing in the lakes. Now I believe there were about 40 licences at the time.                                    
       



Roy :  Licences.   Years ago everyone had a licence.   You could go and get a licence, there was no such 
thing as a amateur licence or no such thing as a bait licence.    You just had a licence.   Someone who 
just lived along the Lake and wanted to put a net out to catch a feed of fish you had a fishing licence.    
There was heaps of them. That was early in the piece then they made it a lot harder to get a licence. 
A new person had to have 6 months working full time with a professional fisherman and there 
weren’t that many then because they mightn’t make enough working that way. It worked for some 
places alright but then they were selling the licences, you could sell the licence.   
                 
Then you had to have 2 licences, to buy 2 licences and hold them down before they started the buy 
back business.   There was a lot of strange things went on I believe but anyway that’s how the licence 
went down alright. To show you what the difference was these days when I came out of the Army you 
had to buy them at the end of the year and that made it a bit awkward for the people on holidays so 
they changed it.   One of the blokes on the Committee with me he reckoned 29th February would be a 
good time to do it. 
 
Nancy :   He was clever. 
 
Roy : It didn’t go down very well.   But anyway, it was 12 months after the war finished and I got 
discharged on 7th August, 1946.  We were on Bougainville when the war ended but we were sent to 
Rabaul to look after prisoners there, that was alright. So I wrote to Mr Yates who was the fisheries 
officer here in Bairnsdale and I sent him a postal note for one pound, ten shillings for the fishing 
licence and ten shillings for the boat licence.   He sent it back and said go fishing and get your licence 
at the end of the year so I had about four months without a licence.   By gee you wouldn’t get it these 
days. 
 
Nancy : He was a nice bloke wasn’t he? 
            
Roy :  Yeah, yeah good bloke. 
 
Nancy : Excellent. 
So when they did decide, did many people jump at it?   When they did decide to do the buy back did 
many people jump at it or was there a bit of anger about it? 
 
Roy : I can’t say but a few of the older ones thought it was a good idea to get out while you can. 
I don’t know about in around other parts of the state and what they did there but any rate they are 
saying there is not many left now. 
 
Nancy : Did they give them enough?  Like the actual amount of compensation they gave them – do 
you think it was a reasonable amount? 
 
Roy : I suppose for the old ones yes and the other continued but that was the trouble the licence fee 
well it went up so much and it was so expensive, anyway that’s the way it worked. 
 
Nancy : You were saying that as well as being State President of the Victorian Fisheries Assoc. what 
was the other organization you were on? 
 



Roy : I had 14 years on the Commercial Fisheries Licencing panel and I was on                                
Marine Board Advisory Committee and a lot of others I was representative for interstate. 
              
I had to conduct meetings from Mallacoota to Portland and most ports in between at times. 
  
In fact, we had a session at once when they went through the licences and the catches they had and 
they were going to cancel the licences of the people who hadn’t caught so many fish.    Well I didn’t 
qualify, I was away that much. 
 
Nancy : So you were away representing everyone so much? 
 
Roy : Yeah. 
 
Nancy : So did they knock it back?   Didn’t pass the idea? 
 
Roy :  They passed it but they let me off anyway. 
 
Nancy :  You had a good excuse. 
 
Roy : You know, I suppose they made a reasonable amount but at times fishing?                              
When you hear the price of fish and things nowadays! 
 
I don’t know what happened but….my father was, well May was quite often a calm month and the 
trawlers would all be working outside so we always slipped the boat in May.   Well I can remember 
one May I worked all the time.  I didn’t go every night but what we got went to market and for the 
whole month I never got a positive return, I got enough to pay my freight. 
 
Nancy : Oh dear, a bit like farming isn’t it? 
 
Roy : Yeah.   Another time here, another fisherman and I well in those days the Lakes opened on the 
Sunday morning we went up there and the Skipjacks was working and chasing smig and they come on 
the shore. So we had a chance to circle them up and he got 22 boxes and I got 18, we had 40 boxes 
between us and I just broke even and I think he got a few dollars for his. 
             
There came a change in the weather and a couple of other fishermen got 8 or 10 boxes the same 
week and they got $10 or something for a box. It was alright at times but oh gee the prices then you 
can’t believe now.  
 
Nancy :  And a very hard life?   A very hard life?   Cold?   They tell me it was very cold in the mornings. 
 
Roy : Yes the hands got a bit cold alright.   I can remember hauling nets, it was up at Wattle Point 
actually and a 30 inch buoy and it still had ice on the top of it and it was sitting in the water. 
 
Nancy : Oh dear, you would have been cold. 
 
What was the funniest thing you ever hauled in?   Was there anything really funny that you hauled in 
that you weren’t expecting? 



 
Roy : Almost I reckon there was a lot of jellyfish in the lake at times and I was shaking them out and 
shaking this thing that had legs and things on it and I don’t know what it was.   It was some sort of 
well it could have been one of them poisonous things or not I don’t know. 
 
Nancy :  So it was just something you didn’t recognize. 
 
Roy :  Oh I suppose it was a Skate or something.   (It was a strange ugly looking big fish that I haven’t 
seen since).    I am glad I didn’t have him in the boat anyway. 
 
Nancy : He went back overboard did he? So you didn’t have him in the boat? 
 
Roy :  This one wasn’t going out until I was shaking him.   You had some strange experiences alright. 
 
Nancy : You never picked up any debris or anything like that – that you thought how on earth did that 
get in there?   Rubbish? 
       
Roy :  In Lake Wellington of course there was a lot of timber there.   I think it had worms and things.   
It blocked the Lake because they couldn’t use the seine nets in Wellington for a long time but in the 
finish some of the crews went up there but there was that many snags and things about there. 
 
Nancy : The other thing I wanted to ask you about was the safety equipment. 
 
Roy : We never had any. 
 
Nancy : You didn’t ever have a flare or whatever? 
 
Roy : They bought those things like lifejackets in later on. 
 
Nancy : They all came in late. 
 
Roy : Yeah, we never had those things in those days.   We had thigh boots on and so forth too, really 
silly things I suppose alright but anyway.  We were fortunate there wasn’t many got drowned or 
things like that. 
 
I did loose an uncle but that had nothing  to do with fishing. Years ago they used to shoot ducks and 
coots and they had a market for them. They had these duck punts with a little motor and big, I think it 
was about 6 gauge gun.  Anyway with not much recall and they used to lay down in the thing and they 
just started backward. His backfired, he was at Seacombe and it injured him. How they got him to Sale 
in time I don’t know, they didn’t think they would but he must have been hanging on and they did and 
I think it got into the paper. 
 
Anyway, they was taking turns and his younger brother fished with him and of course he had to be 
boss cocky and he was setting the nets in Spoon Bay and he had a turn and  went overboard and they 
couldn’t get him. 
 
Nancy : As a result of his having been shot? 



 
Roy : Yeah he took a turn. 
       
Nancy : When he was shot was that his own gun or somebody else’s?    
  
Roy : Yes it backfired, they were shooting coots.   Some of them were sent to market I don’t know 
whether they did sell them.  Sometimes you would get coots tangled up when you are working out in 
the fresh, with the dirty water they would get tangled up in the nets. 
 
Nancy : Did you eat many of the fish. 
 
Roy : Oh yes I like fish.   My word. 
 
Roy :  When the Carp came in I was going to a Doctor in Bairnsdale I can’t think which one he was.     
Anyway, he heard about this Carp and I said I’ll bring you some in to eat so I filleted them and took 
them into him.   Awwww he said “I suppose you wouldn’t starve”. I don’t think he was impressed with 
the Carp. 
 
Nancy : I’ve eaten it.  My father in law when I was young 16, I had only just met him and he took me 
camping and um and my husband caught a Carp and it was out of beautiful fresh water at Kow 
Swamp and my father in law skun it and cooked it in butter and fed it to me on a bit of toast with an 
egg.   It was beautiful. 
 
Roy : Yes, well I guess there are ways of cooking the things, if you get the bones out of the things.   
 
Nancy : I don’t eat them now because the ones I get now they smell but it was out of this beautiful 
fresh water right at the weir. 
             
Roy : As far as I know the story of the Carp is that somebody was breeding them down South 
Gippsland or somewhere and the fisheries said you can’t keep them and he threw them in the river.   
That’s how they spread about so the story goes that I heard.  I suppose its right, I don’t know.  
 
Nancy : I’ve never heard how it happened, all I know is they are a pest. 
 
Roy : Well that’s what they told us – the fisheries said that’s how they spread around.  One time we 
went up to Hollands Landing and all we got was a heap of Carp. In my fishing day you got perhaps an 
odd one in Lake Victoria but not in Wellington they have spread about alright. 
 
Nancy : Do you miss it?   Do you miss going fishing? 
 
Roy :  I suppose yes, I often dream of a night I am out there. 
 
Nancy : Do you still? Do you still wake up terribly early in the morning? 
 
Roy : Reasonably early I suppose.   
 



As I say things got that expensive, the licences and everything it just didn’t pay.   You can buy them, 
fish are dear I know but the licences just got out of bounds. 
 
Nancy : Do you think they did it on purpose to force people out of it? 
 
Roy : Oh everything went up, the wages, I suppose they had to pay their staff more and so forth. 
When I first started it was ten shillings for a boat licence and ten shillings for a fishing licence. 
 
Nancy : The returns from the market.   I know you said you had really bad times but did they fluctuate 
a lot like what you got per kg. 
 
Roy : Oh yes, if you got rough weather and the trawlers couldn’t get out you done a bit better (they 
sold for more). Because at one stage fish Agents supplied boxes, they have got their own bins these 
days.   They were a bit cheap and they wouldn’t send you boxes and you’d get a bit of rough weather 
and they would want fish and we wouldn’t have any boxes. We went and eventually got our own bins 
in the end. 
We never ever got paid direct from Melbourne, I don’t know whether Ross told you that or not. 
 
See the Gilsenan’s supplied the ice and things and so forth and I believe that years ago there was no 
bank in Paynesville and they didn’t want cheques and of course they had to pay for the ice and things. 
All the returns were sent to the Gilsenan’s and they (paid for freight and) would go through and take 
out what they were owed and go to Bairnsdale on the Monday to the bank to get the money and they 
would work out how many notes they wanted and how much silver they wanted and they paid them 
in notes and silver on the Tuesday. Saved them sending out bills sort of thing. 
 
Nancy : How did the tax work?   How did you pay your taxes? 
 
Roy : From the catch that you got. The statistics that they got. You would see the statistics about how 
many fish and the weight of the fish. 
            
The weights only a guess cause Mr Gilsenan wouldn’t a known how much weight was in a box.  They 
used to put so many boxes and so forth. 
 
I don’t know whether Ross told you or not but there was one old chap. Well I suppose there was a lot 
of them liked a bit of a celebration to relax on the weekend. One bloke was rather fond of the beer 
and if he had a fairly good week he would go to Mr Gilsenan Senior and get an advance on his returns.   
Anyway, they used to say on his returns so many boxes of fish worth so much less so much for ice and 
less so much for lubrication.   This chap’s wife said “my word Jim your motor used a lot of lubricating 
oil”. 
 
Nancy : Talking about maintaining the boats.   Did you do most of the maintenance on your father’s 
boat and your own boat? 
 
Roy : Oh yes, at least once a year and sometimes twice a year they would go to the slips.   It cost you 
nothing much to put them on the slip down there. There was nothing much to be done, they were 
wood then and they had to be painted.    The bottoms would get salty and barnacles.   We never had 
any trouble with barnacles in Wellington. 



 
That’s another thing in Wellington there was a couple of fishermen up there and as I said we fished 
the autumn and winter months until we got the spring rain.   Well he didn’t like coming down here so 
he used to catch eels with a long line (I think it would be illegal now) about a hundred hooks or 
something like that.   They used to send the eels to market in boxes like that. You couldn’t put them in 
bins 'cause they never had a lid on them.   Eels are quite valuable I think, but then they didn’t get a lot 
for them in those days.    The eels would have been about 10 or 15 pound. The biggest one I ever 
caught on a hand line was about 20 pounder. That’s what they used to do, there were two of them 
that used to catch eels on a long line. 
 
Nancy : So you never caught anything very very unusual that you were surprised about. 
 
Roy : No not a lot, I caught a big flathead at the Back Lake one time.   Of course its only a narrow place 
and you set one net here and two nets somewhere else and I was right up the end of the Back Lake.  
When I picked the net up there was about a nine pound flathead. 
Nancy : That was some fish alright.   My Goodness.  Did you ever go prawning?    
 
Roy : No, I never did anything like that but a lot of fishermen did.  A chap not far from me was 
flounder spearing over here at Barton’s one night, I had to take him and show him where to go and 
the dolphins were working. You know how the water can get phosphorus in the night and they 
followed us across the boat and underneath and so forth. I am glad they left us, I think he was that 
rapt we would have still been chasing them. 
 
Gee you can imagine what those poor blokes in the Navy out in the sea would have thought that they 
could see a torpedo coming at you.   You could see these things coming across at you in the 
phosphorus water right under the boat. I have had them even rock the boat alright out in the straits 
there one day about ten of them with one dolphin came close enough to rock the boat.    
 
Nancy : Really. 
 
Roy : Yeah they would often rock the boat and why they did that I don’t know.  Probably playing.  
They reckon they play in front of destroyers doing 30 knots I was told but not that I ever seen them. 
             
Nancy : I heard or read that there is a particular dolphin that lives in the lake that doesn’t go out 
through the entrance. 
 
Roy : Yeah, I hear that now that they are a different sort of dolphin.         
 
Nancy : They have done dna on them and they are unique to the lakes but I haven’t talked to anyone 
that can recognize the difference.   I don’t think they look any different. 
 
Roy :  Another thing the Perch that we got in the lake when I was on the joint Committee down there 
with the Amateurs well about the only thing they did want is they wanted to ban the or actually 
decommercialize the Gippsland Perch or the Bass as they called them. Well, I have seen one or two 
but most of the Perch that are about these days are what we call Estuary Perch and they came in after 
the entrance opened. Even the fisheries they didn’t think that was right but I convinced someone and 



they got an article by a marine biologist from NSW and he said yes that’s what they were but he did 

say they are interbreeding and they probably are. 

 

Nancy : So the Estuary Perch are interbreeding with the Bass.    

 

Roy : That’s what they claim.  I can’t remember the name of the marine biologist’s but somebody in 

the fisheries department found the article by him anyway but that’s going back a few years. 

 

Nancy : I think there is a lot we don’t know and I think there is a lot that has been forgotten. 

That’s why talking to the likes of yourself and Ross has been absolutely wonderful. 

             

Roy :  When the crabs first appeared years ago, that was after the entrance opened and they suddenly 

came in and they reckon the grass disappeared and that’s was because of the crabs and who knows.  

Others say it was because of the coarse silt coming down and the fine silt was going out to sea so who 

knows. If they take any notice of the experts, the so called experts. 

 

Nancy : Thank you very much.  
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“Faces and Places” is somewhere that we can run follow‐up items relating to articles in previous 

issues of The PMM Journal. This time we have been fortunate to obtain a family photo of Victor 

Gotch with wife Rosa and the children. 

 

The Victor Gotch story was published in issue 1 of The PMM Journal and a follow‐up photo in issue 2. 

 

It is estimated to have been taken around 1900 using son Walter as a reference in both this photo 

and the one published in Faces and Places of The PMM Journal Issue 2. Walter later came to 

Paynesville for holidays after the launching of SS Gippsland, designed by Victor, and became good 

friends with a young Joe Bull. On Bull's return from WW1 he enrolled at the Gotch school for 

engineers and designers where Walter was, by that time, an instructor. 

 

 
 

The Family of Victor Gotch cica 1900 

 

 

Many thanks to our good friends at Footscray Historical Society for access to the photo. 

Faces and Places - another Gotch Photo 

       Rob Cook 


